DRAGON*Con 2006

There is adventure in sound...

Beginning in 1984, and a fixture at Dragon*Con since the very first one in 1987, ARTC has been bringing quality, fully soundscaped audio drama to the Atlanta area with original stories and adaptations of authors including H. P. Lovecraft, Robert A. Heinlein, and our own Thomas E. Fuller, to fans from across the country and around the galaxy.

This is the "Theatre of the Mind," as practiced in the Golden Age of Radio. By combining today's modern technology and dramatic techniques with the oldest form of entertainment, the human imagination, you have the best seat in the house for the most vivid movie you will ever see.

Don't forget our wicked step-sister group, MRAP! This year those purveyors of fine parodies (and the occasional original play) bring you...

The Brotherhood of Damn Sassy Mutants
by "Sketch" Quinn

Monday, September 4, 2:30pm - Regency 6 and 7

If you enjoyed today's program...
The following titles are now available on CD and cassette.

Special Order by Henry Lee Forrest
At the Mountains of Madness by H. P. Lovecraft
The Happy Man by Gerald W. Page

Order online at
WWW.ARTC.ORG

ARTC is a volunteer organization. If you are interested in giving your time in exchange for learning about the craft of audio drama, we'd love to hear from you. For more information please contact:
Atlanta Radio Theatre Company
3577-A Chamblee Tucker Rd. #189
Atlanta, GA 30341-4409
WWW.ARTC.ORG

Atlanta Radio Theatre Company

H. P. Lovecraft's

The Colour Out of Space

Adapted for Audio by
Ron N. Butler

Rory Rammer, Space Marshal
The Enemy of the People
by Ron N. Butler

Friday September 1, 2006
7:00 PM
Centennial 1

Illustration by Megan Jackson
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2006

ARTC now appearing outside Dragon*Con!
Into the Labyrinth
A collection of original horror and fantasy
Featuring Thomas E. Fuller’s
THRONES OF SHADOWS

Stage Door Players
5339 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd
Dunwoody, GA 30338

Also, look for podcasts of our live performances!
WWW.ARTCPODCAST.ORG
(ARTC.LIBSYN.COM)

Rory Rammer, Space Marshal
Enemy of the People by Ron N. Butler

Announcer
Phil Carter
Rory Rammer
David Benedict
“Skip” Sagan
Colin Butler
Rex Gorbachev
Brad Strickland
Proctor Ludo Raynor
Daniel Kiernan
Proctor Inga Newchurch
Clair Kiernan
Mars Traffic Control
Phil Carter

Produced and directed by William Alan Ritch
Music composed and performed by Brad Weage
Sound engineering: Bob Zimmerman, David Carter,
and William Alan Ritch, with Brad Weage
Recorded effects provided by Henry Howard
and Audio Craft Studio
Live Foley sound effects: Lili Bilbao and Deanna Ameri

Voice montage: Daniel Kiernan, Trudy Leonard, Al Przygocki

Produced by David Benedict, Directed by Ron N. Butler
Sound engineering by Bob Zimmerman, David Carter,
and William Alan Ritch, with Brad Weage
Live Foley sound effects: Lili Bilbao and Deanna Ameri
Recorded effects provided by Henry Howard
and Audio Craft Studio
Music composed and performed by Alton Leonard

WWW.ARTC.ORG